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Superb Serious Barbecue: Smoke, Char, Baste, And Brush Your Way To Great Outdoor Cooking By
Adam Perry Lang publication is always being the best close friend for spending little time in your
workplace, evening time, bus, as well as anywhere. It will certainly be a good way to merely look, open, and
read guide Serious Barbecue: Smoke, Char, Baste, And Brush Your Way To Great Outdoor Cooking By
Adam Perry Lang while in that time. As recognized, experience and also ability do not always come with the
much money to get them. Reading this book with the title Serious Barbecue: Smoke, Char, Baste, And Brush
Your Way To Great Outdoor Cooking By Adam Perry Lang will allow you recognize a lot more points.

From Publishers Weekly
Lang is serious about being serious, and that starts with his credentials. His career began at Le Cirque; he
then moved on to Daniel, Carnevino in Las Vegas, and a stint as a private chef. Along the way, he opened
Daisy May's BBQ, one of Manhattan's best barbecue shacks. Thus, with four-star knowledge, he brings pork,
beef, lamb and the lowly chicken to the open flame with a mix of science, anecdote and a wide array of
seasonings. The chapter on pork begins not only with a look at the importance of fat but also the importance
of collagen and the differences between commodity and heirloom pork. There's an interview with Dave
Arnold of the French Culinary Institute that explores the relation between heat and meat and why foods stick
to hot surfaces. His recipe for a marinated wet-aged rib eye explains that the wonders of Worcestershire
sauce have to do with the flavor-enhancing qualities of anchovies and tamarind. Nearly every entry is
composed of several brief preparation recipes, since each meat is uniquely paired with a seasoning
combination for specific reasons. Before cooking the spit-roasted spring lamb, for instance, one must make a
basting butter, seasoning blend, herb bundle and glaze. Even something that looks simple, like the delicious
classic, burnt ends (a take on barbecued brisket), involves a mustard paste, a seasoning blend, a wrapping
mixture and a finishing sauce. Seriously. (May)
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

From Booklist
In his introduction, Lang immediately lays out some confrontational assertions: “Barbecue does not just
mean the slow-cooked, smoke perfumed meats of the South. It also means the charred, juicy direct-grilled
meats . . . what I’ll call ‘Yankee barbecue.’” He applies himself just as rigorously to this high-heat, backyard
grilling as he does the indirect, leisurely methods of traditional barbecue, which leads to a nicely balanced
book that may offend some purists but could well become the go-to resource for those who only care about
the divine marriage of meat and fire, no matter the form. He goes on to outline the fundamentals in a
remarkably thorough manner, covering grill types, differences in smoking woods, and blueprints for
marinades, brines, and sauces. Each subsequent chapters focuses on a certain meat, including a discussion of
their barbecue-friendly characteristics, tips on selecting the best cuts, and a wealth of recipes that should be
comfortable for most dabblers in outdoor cooking. An enlightened guide that cares more about killer food



than long-held beliefs. --Ian Chipman

About the Author

A graduate with distinction of the Culinary Institute of America, Adam Perry Lang cut his teeth in New York
at temples of haute cuisine Le Cirque and Daniel, and in Paris at the legendary Guy Savoy. But Daisy May's
BBQ U.S.A. and his role as meat maestro at Mario Batali's Vegas Italian steakhouse, Carnevino, have
propelled him into the national spotlight. He's currently working on a joint project with Jamie Oliver to bring
his inimitable style to restaurants internationally. Perry Lang lives in New York City but travels the world
preaching the barbecue gospel.
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Serious Barbecue: Smoke, Char, Baste, And Brush Your Way To Great Outdoor Cooking By Adam
Perry Lang. The developed modern technology, nowadays sustain everything the human needs. It consists
of the daily tasks, jobs, workplace, amusement, and more. Among them is the wonderful web connection as
well as computer system. This problem will reduce you to sustain one of your pastimes, checking out
routine. So, do you have ready to read this book Serious Barbecue: Smoke, Char, Baste, And Brush Your
Way To Great Outdoor Cooking By Adam Perry Lang now?

This is why we suggest you to consistently see this resource when you require such book Serious Barbecue:
Smoke, Char, Baste, And Brush Your Way To Great Outdoor Cooking By Adam Perry Lang, every book. By
online, you might not getting the book shop in your city. By this on the internet library, you can find guide
that you really intend to read after for long time. This Serious Barbecue: Smoke, Char, Baste, And Brush
Your Way To Great Outdoor Cooking By Adam Perry Lang, as one of the recommended readings, tends to
be in soft documents, as all of book collections right here. So, you could also not wait for couple of days
later on to obtain and also read guide Serious Barbecue: Smoke, Char, Baste, And Brush Your Way To Great
Outdoor Cooking By Adam Perry Lang.

The soft documents means that you should go to the link for downloading and then conserve Serious
Barbecue: Smoke, Char, Baste, And Brush Your Way To Great Outdoor Cooking By Adam Perry Lang You
have actually owned the book to check out, you have actually postured this Serious Barbecue: Smoke, Char,
Baste, And Brush Your Way To Great Outdoor Cooking By Adam Perry Lang It is not difficult as visiting
guide shops, is it? After getting this brief explanation, with any luck you could download and install one and
start to check out Serious Barbecue: Smoke, Char, Baste, And Brush Your Way To Great Outdoor Cooking
By Adam Perry Lang This book is really easy to read whenever you have the downtime.
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Adam Perry Lang trained with the world's best chefs before giving up four-star kitchens for the thrill of
cooking with just meat and fire. Now he's on a mission to turn everyone into an expert.

In Serious Barbecue, Adam Perry Lang has translated his intimate understanding of culinary technique into
easy-to-follow advice to help a nation of backyard cooks unleash the raw power of one of the most flavor-
packed cuisines around: American barbecue.

Perry Lang begins by breaking down the fundamentals of barbecue--what tools you'll need to begin, how to
master cooking with charcoal and wood, how to choose the perfect grill, and more. Then he takes readers on
a trip through the butcher's case, describing exactly what makes each kind of meat special, explaining how to
select with the skill of a master, and providing his favorite recipes for almost every available cut of pork,
beef, veal, lamb, chicken, and turkey.

These original, mouthwatering recipes, which include step-by-step seasoning instructions and a flip-by-flip
grilling or smoking guide, will have amateur and expert cooks firing up their barbecues and enjoying perfect
results every time--whether they're impressing a group of friends with Perry Lang's insanely delicious Salt
and Pepper Dry-Aged Cowboy-Cut Rib Eye or wowing half the neighborhood with his massive, slow-
cooking, succulent "Get a Book" Whole Pork Shoulder. Whatever the recipe, his goal is for everyone to
achieve the holy grail of barbecuing: bragging rights.
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From Publishers Weekly
Lang is serious about being serious, and that starts with his credentials. His career began at Le Cirque; he
then moved on to Daniel, Carnevino in Las Vegas, and a stint as a private chef. Along the way, he opened
Daisy May's BBQ, one of Manhattan's best barbecue shacks. Thus, with four-star knowledge, he brings pork,
beef, lamb and the lowly chicken to the open flame with a mix of science, anecdote and a wide array of
seasonings. The chapter on pork begins not only with a look at the importance of fat but also the importance
of collagen and the differences between commodity and heirloom pork. There's an interview with Dave
Arnold of the French Culinary Institute that explores the relation between heat and meat and why foods stick
to hot surfaces. His recipe for a marinated wet-aged rib eye explains that the wonders of Worcestershire



sauce have to do with the flavor-enhancing qualities of anchovies and tamarind. Nearly every entry is
composed of several brief preparation recipes, since each meat is uniquely paired with a seasoning
combination for specific reasons. Before cooking the spit-roasted spring lamb, for instance, one must make a
basting butter, seasoning blend, herb bundle and glaze. Even something that looks simple, like the delicious
classic, burnt ends (a take on barbecued brisket), involves a mustard paste, a seasoning blend, a wrapping
mixture and a finishing sauce. Seriously. (May)
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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In his introduction, Lang immediately lays out some confrontational assertions: “Barbecue does not just
mean the slow-cooked, smoke perfumed meats of the South. It also means the charred, juicy direct-grilled
meats . . . what I’ll call ‘Yankee barbecue.’” He applies himself just as rigorously to this high-heat, backyard
grilling as he does the indirect, leisurely methods of traditional barbecue, which leads to a nicely balanced
book that may offend some purists but could well become the go-to resource for those who only care about
the divine marriage of meat and fire, no matter the form. He goes on to outline the fundamentals in a
remarkably thorough manner, covering grill types, differences in smoking woods, and blueprints for
marinades, brines, and sauces. Each subsequent chapters focuses on a certain meat, including a discussion of
their barbecue-friendly characteristics, tips on selecting the best cuts, and a wealth of recipes that should be
comfortable for most dabblers in outdoor cooking. An enlightened guide that cares more about killer food
than long-held beliefs. --Ian Chipman

About the Author

A graduate with distinction of the Culinary Institute of America, Adam Perry Lang cut his teeth in New York
at temples of haute cuisine Le Cirque and Daniel, and in Paris at the legendary Guy Savoy. But Daisy May's
BBQ U.S.A. and his role as meat maestro at Mario Batali's Vegas Italian steakhouse, Carnevino, have
propelled him into the national spotlight. He's currently working on a joint project with Jamie Oliver to bring
his inimitable style to restaurants internationally. Perry Lang lives in New York City but travels the world
preaching the barbecue gospel.

Most helpful customer reviews

108 of 112 people found the following review helpful.
I think this is a great book
By RayB
I have read enough of this book, to be able to say; "I think it's a great book." I own a lot of barbecue related
cookbooks and I have had the great good fortune, as the moderator of BBQForum.com, to have read over
700,000 posts to the forum by BBQ people. So I have been exposed to a lot of barbecue. This is one of the
best books, about barbecue and outdoor cooking in general.

In 2005 I did a podcast interview with Adam and I have read his detailed posts to the forum. I have never
actually meet Adam in person. However, I know a little bit about Adam. He knows how to cook and not only
that, he knows what happens to food when it's cooking and can explain it to you. The book really focuses on
layering flavors. So, when people taste food cooked the way he explains it, they are in for taste treats, one
after another.

With all my 14 years of daily exposure to the wisdom of some of the top barbecue cooks in the country and
all the cookbooks I have read, you would think I would have a good grasp of the situation. But, in reading
this book I am learning a lot of new things.



I don't hand out these compliments lightly. This is not just a "low and slow pure barbecue" cookbook but he
carries his knowledge of "pure barbecue" (he has won prestigious "pure barbecue" awards to back this up)
into all levels of outdoor cooking. There is a lot of direct grilling and indirect smoking information. I don't
care if you're an expert cook or a beginner, you will get a lot out of reading this book.

4 of 4 people found the following review helpful.
Grilling is not BBQ, regardless!
By Richard Rowe
Serious BarbecueSerious Barbecue: Smoke, Char, Baste, and Brush Your Way to Great Outdoor Cooking is
a terrific book, I am glad that I own it, I have used it, and will use it again. I find the recipes easy to follow, if
a bit complex at times, but the results are well worth the "pain". Mr. Lang does an excellent job of explaining
what you need to do and why you do it... without that knowledge, you cannot expect to ever jump out and try
your own ideas for creating new (dare I say) delicacies from your fire! I actually think that this book is
almost as good as Francis Mallmann's "Seven Fires"Seven Fires: Grilling the Argentine Way, which is my
"cooking with fire bible".

I do take issue, however, with Mr. Lang's assertion that grilling is BBQing. I've been BBQing (cooking in
low smoky heat for long periods) for over 50 years, judging BBQ contests for quite a while, and have been
grilling even longer. How he decided to unilaterally decide to redefine a centuries old art sort of escapes me.
On virtually every weekend, there are hundreds, if not thousands, of devotees to the art out there cooking
over low heat and using their favorite blends of smoking woods, many of them in BBQ competitions, and
every one of them will tell you that grilled meats are NOT BBQ. ::shrug:: My opinion, anyway! Thousands
of BBQists just thanked me. ::laughing::

This small bugaboo (in my opinion) should not, however, take away from the craftsmanship of his work, it is
first rate. Some of his recipes are variations on recipes that I have used over the years and I must say that Mr.
Lang's variations do not disappoint. I would add that if you are only going to have one book devoted to
cooking mostly over a hot fire and you don't want to work as hard as Francis Mallmann will require (I
actually had to rebuild my firepit so that I could duplicate Mallmann's antics... well worth the efforts,
though), this is the book for you. Ideally, you will have both. I suggest a trip to your local library or
bookstore (if you're lucky enough to have one that carries both books) to examine both and make your
determination based on your needs and desires, stacked up against your reviews.

If you're retired, like me, or otherwise have a sufficiency of time and inclination AND space, creating an
open fire cooking area next to your BBQ pit, smoker, whatever you BBQ with, is fun and a great time-
consuming project. I actually found that because I carefully planned my firepit, I no longer need my BBQ
pit, since the firepit can produce the same slow cooking with smoke product and a lot more of it!

Serious Barbecue is definitely a must have for outdoor cooks who want to turn out a quality product for their
family and friends, while enjoying the process.

0 of 0 people found the following review helpful.
Great book, even used!
By Richard W.
Several reviewers mentioned that this book was one on the short list of "must-reads" if you want to improve
your BBQ skills. I couldn't agree more. I paid triple the original $35 cover price to obtain it in used condition
since it's out of print; it is worth every penny.

APL (as Mr. Lang likes to call himself) spent considerable time describing how he uses his master chef skills
to improve long-standing BBQ techniques. It all makes sense and really works! His reference material and



recipes give plenty of new ideas to try that will carry over into your every day cooking, both on the grill and
smoker. For example, my first attempt at one of his recipes was what most of us know as 3-2-1 Spare Ribs
(book pg 66). His rib recipe includes a homemade rub and BBQ sauce. I've made 3-2-1's dozens of times but
his assembly of layered flavors was clearly better than any of mine...very impressive. His 10 "basic recipes"
in the index are great starting points for creating your own unique flavors in sauces and dressings.

APL's latest book (Charred & Scruffed) seems similarly impressive but Serious BBQ is The Bible to the
current-day backyard chef!

See all 66 customer reviews...
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It's no any type of faults when others with their phone on their hand, and also you're too. The difference may
last on the product to open up Serious Barbecue: Smoke, Char, Baste, And Brush Your Way To Great
Outdoor Cooking By Adam Perry Lang When others open up the phone for chatting as well as talking all
things, you can in some cases open and also check out the soft data of the Serious Barbecue: Smoke, Char,
Baste, And Brush Your Way To Great Outdoor Cooking By Adam Perry Lang Naturally, it's unless your
phone is offered. You could also make or wait in your laptop or computer system that reduces you to read
Serious Barbecue: Smoke, Char, Baste, And Brush Your Way To Great Outdoor Cooking By Adam Perry
Lang.
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mixture and a finishing sauce. Seriously. (May)
Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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than long-held beliefs. --Ian Chipman
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